
DISC Stage 4 - Customers

State differences without judgment. Ask What. No ramble. Confirm deal. Conflict resolution strategy 

by quadrant

2. DEVELOPER (D) Innovative 4. INSPIRATIONAL (D) 5. PERSUADER (I) Poised 7. PROMOTER (I) Optimistic
Strong leadership Motivational Make it happen Be open to ideas Enjoy them and their style

They’ll be late and try to bully you They’ll be late and try to manipulate
Likely to be just on time. Nothing too complex. 

Short attention span

Late and rushed. Very poor with detail. Talk to 

strangers
Them as Customer

Be specific about what’s needed to be done 

and who is going to do it

Stay on track and talk about the issue at 

hand

Plan to talk about issue in line with their goals 

for the product or service
Be clear in your explanations

To resolve issue - YOUR 

STYLE MUST DO

Vocal ambassador especially if they think 

they made the decision

Vocal ambassador especially if they win by 

manipulating the deal

Profuse with their praise. Cannot decide 

whether to leave you

Profuse with their praise but could go 

anywhere
POSITIVE RESULT

Quick Quick Moderate Moderate Interaction Effort Required

1. DIRECTOR (D) Progressive 3. RESULTS (D) Dominant 6. APPRAISER (I) Adaptable 8. COUNSELOR (I)
Predictable and stable  Shut up and get it done Get buy-in Approachable Make people happy

They’ll be early. Don’t keep them waiting. 

Indirectly critical

They’ll be late and won’t apologise. They’ll 

want to win and you to lose

Just on time. Impatient if they have to follow 

through as part of the deal

socializing

They’ll be hopeless on deadlines Them as Customer

Be brief, be bright and be gone
Be specific about what’s needed to be done, 

and who is going to do it

Plan some extra time for talking and relating

Continuous 

Plan to talk about issue in line with their goals 

for the product or service

To resolve issue - YOUR 

STYLE MUST DO

Probably stick although the problem is still 

your fault

Vocal ambassador especially if a 'they win 

you lose' outcome
Restless - might go elsewhere Flexible - might go elsewhere POSITIVE RESULT

Moderate Quick Moderate Moderate Interaction Effort Required

16. ENHANCER (C) Progressive 13. PRACTITIONER (C) 12. ACHIEVER (S) Missionary 11. AGENT (S) Appreciative
 Move team forward Proficient Stay the course Get it done Get along

They’ll be early. Don’t keep them waiting. 

Indirectly critical

They’ll be on time and be the expert on every 

bloody thing

They’ll be on time (workaholic). They can 

easily be frustrated and impatient

 They’ll be on time. They’ll likely have an 

interest in some kindly cause
Them as Customer

Be brief, be bright and be gone
Join with some name-dropping & talk 

positively about people & their goals
Be specific about what’s needed to be done

Plan to talk about issue in line with their goals 

for the product or service

To resolve issue - YOUR 

STYLE MUST DO

Probably stick although the problem is still 

your fault

Probably stick after receiving more than 

entitled to
Recommend you if fault affecting results fixed Recommend you after persuading you to fix it POSITIVE RESULT

Moderate Long Moderate Long Interaction Effort Required

14. OBJECTIVE THINKER (C) 15. PERFECTIONIST (C) 10. INVESTIGATOR (S) 9. SPECIALIST (S) Cautious
Analytical Do it right Competent Show their knowledge Determined Prove the reason for it Change only if necessary

They’ll be on time; over analytical; worry 

about proposal. Take ages
A very difficult and nit picking customer

They’ll be on time. They are tactless and often 

confuse beliefs with facts

They’ll be on time; often early. They need a lot 

of conditioning to change
Them as Customer

Prepare your case in advance; don’t “wing-it” 

using charm alone

Stay on track and talk about the issue at 

hand

Take issue with the facts and not the person if 

you disagree

Break the ice with a brief complimentary 

personal comment

To resolve issue - YOUR 

STYLE MUST DO

Might be on the move if competitor has 

better offer
Devoted customer for life Recommend you if great explanation Recommend you as they do not like change POSITIVE RESULT

Long with repeats
Extreme - bordering on whether it's even 

worth it
Long Long Interaction Effort Required

State calmly, logically, factually. Ask Why. Give time to think. Resolve to maintain harmony. Ask How. Ask what needed to resolve.
Conflict resolution strategy 

by quadrant

← ← ← More into THINGS More into PEOPLE → → →

    Recognise discomfort with conflict and loss of approval. Ask Who. Limit efforts to side-track. 

Tell what is to happen not who is to do what.
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